partner of a temple (σύνναος θεός), and entitled to festivals (Schalit 1978, 224) . It is therefore no surprise that following those early initiations the ongoing practice of the imperial cult in the Hellenic East rapidly spread, while its architectural presentation was remarkably varied.
Ongoing excavations conducted in a growing number of Greco-Roman cities of the Decapolis revealed monumental civic centers, most of which possess numerous architectural monuments devoted to the practice of the imperial cult that were not always adequately recognized as such by archaeologists. Supplemented by abundant evidence retrieved from inscriptions, sculptures, and coins, a vast accumulation of data has been retrieved to date, which indicates the widespread practice of the imperial cult in the East.2 Presenting the archaeological evidence revealed during the excavations and research work at Nysa-Scythopolis of the Decapolis might, if one may hope, lead to further studies of the phenomenon in other cities of the region in general and those of the Decapolis in particular, thus achieving a more comprehensive insight into the topic. Coherent as it might be, it would not necessarily be inclusive; unlike in Greece and Asia Minor, the eastern provinces reflect a far more complex ethnic and cultural diversity. Apart from the Decapolis cities, which homogenously reflect their Hellenic tradition, the other urban centers of the region are rather heterogenic with regard to their ethnic composition, cultural and political affiliations, and religious practices; thus, they express diverse attitudes toward Roman cults in general and the imperial cult in particular.
Extended excavations at Nysa-Scythopolis (Beth Shean) commenced with the expedition of the University of Pennsylvania Museum directed by Clarence S. Fisher (1921 -1923 ), Alan Rowe (1925 -1928 , and Gerald M. FitzGerald (1930) (1931) 1933) , which concentrated on the Beth Shean mound. Shimon Applebaum (1960 Applebaum ( -1962 followed with the southern theater excavations and later expeditions directed by Gabriel Mazor and Rachel Bar-Nathan of the IAA and Yoram Tsafrir and Gideon Foerster of the Institute of Archaeology of The Hebrew University of Jerusalem (1986 Jerusalem ( -2000 , under the auspices of the Bet She'an Archaeological Project, revealed the Hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine strata of Nysa-Scythopolis (Fig. 14.1 ).3Accumulated evidence originating from temple sites, statues, inscriptions, and coins discovered during the excavations helped in clarifying some of the earlier assumptions about the nature of the various cults practiced in the city throughout the Hellenistic and Roman
